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[1] A coupled ice stream-ice shelf-ocean cavity model is used to assess the sensitivity of the coupled system to far-field ocean temperatures, varying from 0.0 to 1.8°C, as well as sensitivity to the parameters controlling grounded ice flow. A response to warming is seen in grounding line retreat and grounded ice loss that cannot be inferred from the response of integrated melt rates alone. This is due to concentrated thinning at the ice shelf lateral margin, and to processes that contribute to this thinning. Parameters controlling the flow of grounded ice have a strong influence on the response to sub-ice shelf melting, but this influence is not seen until several years after an initial perturbation in temperatures. The simulated melt rates are on the order of that observed for Pine Island Glacier in the 1990s. However, retreat rates are much slower, possibly due to unrepresented bedrock features.


1. Introduction

[2] Heat contained in the Southern Ocean has the potential to influence the evolution of the grounded portion of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. The pattern of ice shelf thinning in the Amundsen Sea embayment in recent decades [Rignot, 1998; Rignot et al., 2002; Shepherd et al., 2002, 2004], as well as the observed speedup and thinning of the ice streams feeding those shelves, has been largely attributed to ocean-induced melting at the base of the ice shelves. The water at depth on the continental shelf, which derives from Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) with temperatures greater than 3.5°C above the in-situ freezing point [Jacobs et al., 2011], can generate area-averaged melt rates up to two orders of magnitude greater than those observed under larger Antarctic ice shelves [Jacobs et al., 1996, 2011].

[3] Ocean conditions in and near ice shelf cavities are known to exhibit variability. Various bathymetric features enable the transport of warm water from the continental slope onto the continental shelf, and it is suggested that this transport is modulated by large-scale atmospheric variability on the annual and decadal timescale [Thoma et al., 2008]. Large-scale trends in the heat content and/or thermocline depth of the Southern Ocean [Jacobs, 2006] may also have affected the properties of water on the continental shelf, or may do so in the future.

[4] One of the fastest-accelerating ice streams, Pine Island Glacier (PIG), Antarctica, has exhibited temporal variability on the decadal scale as well [Joughin et al., 2003], but this may have been for reasons other than forcing from continental shelf temperatures. Establishing a direct connection between historical trends in ocean temperature and glaciological behavior requires an understanding of the response of the coupled system.

[5] We briefly mention some notable modeling investigations of the relationship between ocean conditions and sub-ice shelf basal melting (for a more detailed account, see Holland et al. [2008]). Many previous modeling studies considered ocean circulation under static ice shelves, and of those, many found a power law relationship between temperature and melt rates [MacAyeal, 1984; Jenkins, 1991; Hellmer et al., 1998; Holland et al., 2008; Little et al., 2009]. In studies that included a dynamic ice shelf, a linear relationship between melt rates and ocean temperature was observed [e.g., Grosfeld and Sandhager, 2004; Walker and Holland, 2007] (but this may have been due to the narrow
range of temperatures considered). It should be pointed out, however, that neither of these studies allowed for grounding line migration or evolution of the flow of grounded ice inland of the ice shelves, thereby preventing the assessment of overall ice sheet response. Walker and Holland [2007] noted that adjustment of grounded thickness might have further modified ice geometry and changed their model results.

[6] Taking the view that propagation of thickness change into the ice sheet interior is the glaciologically important result of ocean temperature forcing, we extend the question of the relationship between ocean temperature and melt rates, and ask whether grounding line retreat or loss of grounded ice volume responds to ocean temperature forcing in a direct way. Specifically, we aim to address the following questions: can grounded ice response to ocean temperatures be fit to a power law relation similar to that found for melting under a static shelf? Can small changes in deep ocean temperatures lead to large changes in grounded ice response? Does grounded ice response depend primarily on large-scale patterns of the sub-ice shelf melt rate field, or is it sensitive to spatial variability of melt rates?

[7] In this study, an ice shelf-ice stream system is exposed to basal melting calculated from a three-dimensional ocean model. We use a new ice stream-ice shelf-ocean coupled model, which is introduced in Goldberg et al. [2012]. The model is capable of capturing the long-term adjustment of the coupled system, including movement of the grounding line, changes in ice shelf cavity geometry, and changes in the volume of grounded ice. In this study, we focus on the sensitivity of the long-term ice sheet response to oceanic forcing, and leave the temporal aspect of ocean variability for future investigations. Multiple experiments are carried out with different far-field ocean conditions, and different choices of the parameters controlling grounded ice flow.

[8] The results presented here are intuitive in the sense that stronger thermal forcing leads to more sub-ice shelf melting and more grounding line retreat. However, a strongly nonlinear response is seen in grounded ice evolution, which is not observed in melt rates. Examination of the coupled response reveals a complicated, nonlocal interaction between melting and ice flow within the ice shelf. Furthermore, while the parameters controlling grounded ice flow exhibit a strong influence on the long-term grounded response to melting, the short-term response of grounded ice volume is found to be somewhat insensitive to grounded ice flow parameters.

2. Far-Field Temperature Sensitivity

2.1. Experimental Setup

[9] A detailed description of the coupled model is presented in Goldberg et al. [2012]. The experiments discussed in this section all use the same domain, bathymetry, boundary and initial conditions, and grounded and material parameters of ice (e.g., input flux $q_o$, basal traction $\beta^2$, and Glen’s law parameter $A$).

[10] Four different experiments are run, each corresponding to a different far-field temperature/salinity profiles. The profiles at depth were generated by considering two end-members: the cold fresh water generated by wintertime convection ("Winter Water"), and the warmest water observed on the Amundsen Shelf in a recent oceanographic study [Jacobs et al., 2011], relatively unmodified CDW. The temperature and salinity are $-1.8^\circ$C and 34 psu for the former, and 1.3°C and 34.73 psu for the latter. Three different ratios of the two water masses were considered, contributing to different properties for the bottom layer (this is similar to Dettermann et al. [2012], in which different bottom temperatures were considered). The different temperature and salinity profiles are given in Tables 1 and 2. The experiments are named according to the temperatures of the bottom ocean layers, i.e., 0.0, 0.6, and 1.2°C. Additionally, an extreme case was considered in which the bottom is much warmer than observed on the continental shelf; this is the 1.8°C experiment. The first three experiments are meant to represent differing amounts of CDW being transported on to the shelf; the last represents an increase in temperature of the water being transported. The 0.6°C experiment is that discussed in Goldberg et al. [2012].

[11] We justify the 1.8°C experiment based on warming trends have been reported in the Southern Ocean over the second half of the twentieth century (though their origin is debatable [Jacobs, 2006]). Additionally, modeling studies that show century-scale warming at depth in the Southern Ocean under climate warming scenarios [Schewe et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2011]. While we make no claim as to conditions on the Amundsen shelf in the coming centuries, we are nonetheless interested in assessing the potential impact of warming on our coupled system.

[12] The initial state is that of an ice stream-ice shelf system run to equilibrium in the absence of the ocean model. The experiment then begins by initiating model coupling, and the ice shelf is exposed to submarine melting. Ocean temperature forcing is kept constant (for a given experiment), and the model is run until a new approximate steady state is reached, which occurs on the timescale of centuries.

### Table 1. Far-Field (and Initial) Ocean Layer Temperatures (in Degrees C) in the Various Coupled Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Upper Interface Elevation</th>
<th>0°C Experiment</th>
<th>0.6°C Experiment</th>
<th>1.2°C Experiment</th>
<th>1.8°C Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 m below surface</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 m below surface</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 m below surface</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-300 m</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-700 m</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Far-Field (and Initial) Ocean Layer Salinities (in psu) in the Various Coupled Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>0°C Experiment</th>
<th>0.6°C Experiment</th>
<th>1.2°C Experiment</th>
<th>1.8°C Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>33.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>34.21</td>
<td>34.28</td>
<td>34.35</td>
<td>34.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34.42</td>
<td>34.57</td>
<td>34.71</td>
<td>34.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Results

The ice shelf cavity geometries of the coupled steady states are shown in Figure 1. Higher slopes and higher basal elevations (corresponding to thinner shelves) are seen with higher ocean temperatures. Toward the ice shelf front there is an asymmetry between lateral margins, with the Coriolis-favored margin (in the Southern Hemisphere) being thinned to form a channel. The channel is more pronounced at higher ocean temperatures (Figure 3b), and at the highest ocean temperature forcing (1.8°C), the channel cuts almost through the shelf.

In terms of sub-ice shelf melt rate patterns, certain qualities are common to all of the experiments (Figure 2). As discussed in Goldberg et al. [2012], ice shelf basal slope exerts a strong control on melt rates where the mixed layer is thin, which is most of the area of the ice shelf outside of the boundary current on the Coriolis-favored side. Background stratification is equally important. In Figures 1 and 2 thick contours denote the 700 m and (if present) the 300 m depth contours, which are, respectively, the upper surfaces of the warmest and second-warmest layers in the far-field temperature profile. High-slope regions form over the depth interval where warm water is available for entrainment. But within the high-slope regions there is spatial variability in melt rate that is determined strongly by slope magnitude. The maximum melt rate does not occur at the grounding line (at least not at the deepest part), but a few kilometers downstream. Higher ocean temperature moves this maximum closer to the grounding line. However, the exact position of the melt-rate maximum is controlled by a number of factors, including the local slope (which changes as a function of distance from the grounding line between simulations) and the path taken by the mixed layer from the grounding line. Thus it is difficult to attribute the position or magnitude of the melt-rate maximum to any single factor. In the boundary currents, where advective heat transport is important and a convergence-thickened mixed layer shields temperatures from cooler interior water, melt rates are higher than outside the currents.

It can also be seen from Figure 2 that the experiments involve different levels of grounding line retreat; this is explored below, but first we discuss aspects of ice shelf geometry in the sensitivity experiments.


~700 m depth, corresponding to warmer interior ocean layers at depth. Slopes below 700 m increase from 0°C to 1.2°C forcing, but less so for the increase to 1.8°C. Transverse basal profiles (Figure 3) highlight the longitudinal channel referred to above, which increases in amplitude with far-field ocean temperature.

In the 1.8°C experiment the margin has ungrounded and thinned almost completely. It appears that the shelf thins almost to zero in the 1.8°C case. In fact, the model was modified to disallow melting where the shelf thinned below 10 m, because the ice shelf velocity solver as written requires nonzero thickness everywhere. However, ice this thin carries very little stress and we consider it to be thinned to zero for the purposes of the experiments reported here.

Transient evolution of the sensitivity study is shown in Figure 4. In each run, there is an initial dropoff in total (areally integrated) melt rate (Figure 4c) over the initial 2–3 years of integration. Goldberg et al. [2012] attributes this to a shrinking of the area exposed to warm water due to the development of the region of high slope, despite the fact that melt rates in the high-slope region increase.

There then follows a period of increasing melt rates when features develop downstream of the high-slope region due, in part, to the interaction between ice shelf advection and basal slope-driven melting (for more details see Goldberg et al. [2012]). This transient increase becomes stronger as ocean temperature increases. However, at long times, the incremental increase in total melt rate (that is, the difference in melt rate per increment in ocean temperature forcing) decreases with forcing. The transient increase in total melt rate is not due to change in ice shelf area, as average melt rates follow similar trajectories.

Figure 4a shows $x_{\text{g.min}}$, the most upstream extent of the grounding line, and Figure 4b plots trajectories of Volume Above Floatation, or $VAF$, defined by

$$VAF = \int_G \left[ h - \left( \frac{P_{\rho_i}}{\rho_i} R(x,y) \right) \right] dA$$

(integration is over the grounded portion of the domain ($G$), and the “+” subscript indicates the positive part). The rate of change of $VAF$ (Figure 4d) is ideal for assessing grounded
ice response. Its characteristic trajectory seen in the experiments, a quick increase followed by a gradual decrease in loss rate, is due to a relatively quick coupled adjustment of ice shelf thickness, followed by a long period of shelf lengthening. These shelf geometrical changes lead to shifts in the stress balance, affecting mass flux at the grounding line. The incremental response in maximum loss rate (the difference in maximum loss rate per increment in ocean temperature forcing) increases as ocean temperatures increase, with the $1.2\degree C \rightarrow 1.8\degree C$ incremental response being almost twice as large as the $0.6\degree C \rightarrow 1.2\degree C$ incremental response. The same behavior is not observed in spatially integrated melt rate, although the response in maximum VAF loss rate can be somewhat explained by melt rate history, which we examine more closely in section 3.2.

The long-term grounding line position and VAF response show a behavior that is not commensurate with that of integrated melt rates. With an increase in temperature from 1.2 to $1.8\degree C$, the incremental long-term integrated melt rate response is diminishing. However, while all other runs have dramatically slowed their retreat after 100 years, the $1.8\degree C$ run has a 2 century-long tail during which VAF loss rates remain substantial ($\approx 1$ km$^3$/a). This long tail in the recovery is a qualitatively different response than seen in the other runs. Additionally, grounding line retreat is nearly twice that of the $1.2\degree C$ run. Whether or not the $1.8\degree C$ run actually finds a steady state (i.e., whether the system is stable with the given forcing) was not verified since computational considerations prevented the simulation from being run for longer than 400 years.

Another difference between the $1.8\degree C$ experiment and the other experiments is the apparent noisiness of the melt rate trajectory. This may be due to rapid adjustment of the shelf and grounding line driving small differences in the melt rate. However, it could also reflect an issue with the setup of the coupled model. The underlying assumption of the coupled model is that the melt rate field reaches a unique steady state (for a given shelf geometry and far-field profile) after a 10–15 day spin up of the ocean model. It may be the case that, with such strong far-field ocean forcing and associated vigorous circulation, the ocean needs more time to reach such a state. However, the fact that the “noise” diminishes when the VAF loss rate becomes small, suggests that it is in part due to modification of the ice shelf cavity. We emphasize, however, that our intention with this study was to explore the bounds of the parameter space involved. Additionally, we are confident that much of the noise seen in the melt rate is smoothed out by the ice model, and that any possible truncated ocean adjustment is not responsible for the nonlinear response described above.

A characteristic common to all the simulations, including the $1.8\degree C$ experiment, is the fact that they all reach their maximum rate of VAF loss after about a decade. This is curious since the pattern and magnitude of melting, as well as the thinning of the shelf, are very different across the experiments. It suggests a factor common to all experiments that is influencing this turning point. In section 4 we explore this dependence on grounded ice parameters further.

It should be emphasized that the bedrock topography chosen influences the grounded ice response we observe. With a bed that deepens inland, the backstress required to slow retreat would increase as the grounding line moved inland, and there would be potential for unstable retreat with a sufficiently steep slope [e.g., Weertman, 1974; Thomas, 1979; Schoof, 2007; Goldberg et al., 2009]. The deepening of the cavity, exposing more of the shelf to warm water, would be an additional positive feedback. The purpose of our study was not to investigate the marine ice instability, and so we did not choose a fore deepened bed. But it should be noted that with different bed configurations steady states would not necessarily be realized, particular for warmer ocean temperatures.

3. Discussion of Sensitivity to Ocean Temperature

3.1. Melt Rate Response

Various studies examine the response of ice shelf basal melt rate to changes in far-field or interior ocean temperatures. Studies that involve a static shelf have suggested a power law response with exponent greater than
unity. For example, MacAyeal [1984] and Holland et al. [2008] argue for a quadratic response on a theoretical basis (Holland et al. [2008] also provide corroborating numerical evidence).

3.1.1. Static Shelf Response

[24] We first examine the response of melt rates to ocean temperature forcing with a static ice shelf geometry, by comparing maximum and average melt rates with thermal forcing in the first coupled timestep of the sensitivity study (since all runs begin with the same ice shelf geometry). It is not straightforward which value to use for thermal forcing, since the melting point depends on pressure and salinity. Also, the imposed temperature profile varies with depth, with the warmest water being below 700 m (in contrast, the temperature in the imposed profiles of Holland et al. [2008] was uniform below 200 m). We expect the highest melt rates to be below this depth, where pressure is high enough to depress the melting point nearly a degree relative to the surface. Thus we consider a surface melting point of \(-1.8^\circ C\), a pressure-depth slope of \(-10^{-3}^\circ C/m\), and a representative depth of 800 m, and subtract the resulting characteristic melting point \(T_{m,800}\) from the lowest-layer temperature \(T_D\). Maximum and area-averaged melt rate are shown with data points in Figure 5a (results from our coupled experiments are supplemented with static-shelf runs at lower temperatures in order to test for a quadratic fit over a wide temperature range).

[25] The relationship between thermal forcing and melt rates (both average and maximum) is fit well by a parabola. This is visually apparent from the data, but we quantify this fit by calculating the adjusted \(R^2\) coefficient for least squares fits to both linear and quadratic functions. The adjusted \(R^2\) coefficient takes into account the additional degree of freedom in a quadratic fit [Glantz and Slinker, 2001]. For average melt rate, the coefficient is 0.964 for a linear fit, while it is 0.9998 for a quadratic fit. The linear and quadratic adjusted \(R^2\) coefficients compared similarly for maximum melt rate. The quadratic best-fit curves pass close to the origin, which is reasonable, while the linear best-fit curves do not. However, this may be as a result of our choice for thermal forcing.

Figure 4. Transient evolution for the simulations in the far-field temperature sensitivity experiment. (a) Minimum grounding line position \(x_g\). (b) Volume above floatation \(VAF\). (c) Spatially integrated melt rate. (d) \(VAF\) loss rate. For melt rates and \(VAF\) loss rates, the time axis is distorted so the adjustment over the first 20 years can be seen more clearly. Note the difference in response between the 1.8°C experiment and the others with respect to \(x_g\) and \(VAF\), in contrast to total melt rate.
3.1.2. Melt-Slope Dependency

Implicit in the melt-temperature relation under an ice shelf is a dependence on the slope of the ice shelf base, such that higher basal slopes lead to faster mixed layer velocities and higher entrainment rates and thus higher melt rates [e.g., Holland et al., 2008; Little et al., 2009]. As basal slope changes over the course of the experiments (cf. Figure 3a), it is reasonable to assume this might lead to an even stronger melt rate response than that found under a static shelf. Figure 5b plots maximum steady state melt rate in the temperature sensitivity experiment, as well as maximum longitudinal slope along the center line $y = 25$ km, which is a close proxy for slopes below $\sim 700$ m depth (due to differing ice shelf extents, it is not reasonable to compare spatially averaged melt rates). For a given ocean temperature, maximum melt rate increases from its initial value (as does slope).

Unfortunately, the range of ocean temperature forcing does not allow as complete a regression analysis as is done in section 3.1.1. In fact, one cannot distinguish between a quadratic and linear fit from only the four rightmost points in Figure 5a (those that correspond to the coupled experiments). Still, it is apparent that maximum melt rate does not exhibit a stronger response to temperature forcing than that seen for a static shelf, even though basal slope increases (at least) linearly. However, this does not contradict the idea that basal slope controls melt rates, as the dependency on slope is complex and nonlocal. For example, the basal area exposed to the warmest water decreases with slope, possibly decreasing the length of the path a plume takes while directly exposed to the bottom ocean layer. This may limit the heat available for entrainment (and thus for melting) downstream, where mixed layer velocities are highest, thus shifting the melt rate maximum upstream and weakening its magnitude. We also note that, in our experiments, an increase in bottom-layer temperature is accompanied by an increase in salinity, making interior layers denser and possibly inhibiting entrainment (however, the salinity increase corresponding to the 1.2$\rightarrow$1.8$^\circ$C temperature increase is small).

3.2. Grounded Ice Response

3.2.1. Short Term Grounded Response

In section 2.2 some peculiarities of the incremental response of grounded ice when the forcing ($T_{\text{bot}}$) is increased from 1.2 to 1.8$^\circ$C were noted. For instance, the increase in maximum VAF loss rate (achieved after $\sim 10$ years) is disproportionate to the increase in maximum melt rate. This feature, however, is consistent with the total loss of ice shelf volume and the melt rate history. As noted in section 2.2, melt rates increase over the first decade in the 1.8$^\circ$C run more quickly than in the others. Ice volume change over a given time period is a function of total volume input (which is constant here) minus total volume removed by melting and calving. Specifically,

$$\Delta V_{10} = I_{10} - M_{10} - C_{10}$$

where $\Delta V_{10}$ is total volume change of ice in the domain over the first 10 years of simulation; $I_{10}$ is the total volume input at the upstream boundary; $M_{10}$ is total melt (in volumetric terms); and $C_{10}$ is total calved volume. As grounded ice volume change is negligible for the first decade, $\Delta V_{10}$ is a good measure of ice shelf volume change. Column 7 of Table 3 shows that the increase in shelf volume change over the initial decade is twice as large when temperature is increased from 1.2 to 1.8$^\circ$C as for increases at lower temperatures. The VAF loss rate at $t = 10$ years (column 9) has a comparable pattern.

The increase in shelf volume loss can be largely attributed to the increase in total (spatially and temporally integrated) melting. It is tenuous to assume that loss of buttressing and increased grounded flux can be explained solely by ice shelf volume change, as the relationship between ice shelf geometry and grounding line velocities is very complicated and nonlinear. Still, we note that a recent study using a flowline model, Little et al. [2012] suggests that integrated ice shelf volume changes describe changes in buttressing fairly well. Thus we suggest that the strong response in grounded mass loss in the early decades of

Figure 5. (a) Maximum and average melt rate against thermal forcing for a static shelf. Data points are shown with best-fit parabolas. (b) Maximum melt rates and slopes (longitudinal, along $y = 25$ km) for steady states of coupled simulations. Best-fit lines are shown; the range is too small to evaluate a quadratic fit.

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Shelf Volume Change Over Initial Decade (km$^3$)</th>
<th>Basal Slope</th>
<th>Ocean Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_{10}$</td>
<td>$M_{10}$</td>
<td>$C_{10}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2$^\circ$C</td>
<td>1.8$^\circ$C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**References**

Holland et al., 2008; Little et al., 2009.
adjustment of the coupled system is due to the relatively fast increase of melt rates during that time.

3.2.2. Role of the Margin in Ice Shelf Buttressing

[30] While the strong grounded ice response of the 1.8°C run in the early decades of the simulation can be satisfactorily explained by examining melt rates and volume change in a spatially integrated sense, the same is not true of the long-term response. The incremental response (that is, the response to a 1.2°C→1.8°C increase in forcing) in both maximum and integrated melt rates is relatively small. Yet, while there is at most 5 km of grounding line retreat in the other simulations, the grounding line in the 1.8°C run retreats almost 20 km. Not unrelated is the fact that the VAF loss rate remains substantial for 2 centuries longer than in the other simulations.

[31] We offer a heuristic explanation: with no variability in parameters that control grounded ice flow, the response to increased temperature forcing is entirely due to changes in ice shelf geometry. And the geometrical factor most likely responsible for the behavior described above is the deep channel at the Coriolis-favored margin, most evident in the steady state shelf geometry shown in Figure 1. Unlike the other runs, the melt channel cuts almost all the way through the ice column, ungrounding the ice shelf at that margin. A diagnostic experiment (i.e., one in which velocity is solved just once with a given ice thickness distribution) is carried out using this steady state ice geometry. Thickness is instantaneously (and artificially) increased to 200 m wherever thickness is below this threshold value. Since such thin ice is only found along the left-hand margin (Figures 1 and 3b), this adjustment only modifies ice thickness in the deep channel and does not greatly affect ice elsewhere. The result of this diagnostic experiment is that volume flux across the grounding line is decreased by almost 1 km³/a, which is on the order of the VAF loss rate during the long ‘tail’ of the simulation. By contrast, carving an (artificial) channel of similar dimensions and volume at the center of the ice shelf front has a negligible (+0.06 km³/a) effect on grounded ice flux. These results suggest the effect of the channel at the ice shelf margin is not simply due to its effect on overall shelf volume or thickness, and that the effect of ice shelf thinning greatly depends on its location within the shelf.

[32] The extreme thinning at the Coriolis-favored margin in the 1.8°C simulation takes time to manifest: the first point at which the shelf is less than 100 m thick anywhere in the domain does not occur until ~70 years into the run. Thus, it is plausible that the buttressing effectiveness along the Coriolis-favored margin is all but lost after about a century, and this is why the VAF loss rate in the 1.8°C experiment does not return to zero until long after the other simulations. VAF loss does not slow until sufficient grounding line retreat and shelf extension takes place such that sufficient shear stress (i.e., buttressing load) can be placed on the opposite ice shelf margin.

[33] Accepting that it is the ungrounding and deep thinning at the Coriolis-favored lateral margin that is responsible for the grounded response to the 1.8°C forcing, there is then a question of how this ungrounding and thinning arises. It is an ice-dynamical effect as there is no melting in grounded cells, but it must be related to transverse asymmetries in the melt rate, as there are no such asymmetries in bedrock or initial ice geometry. It could be due to a decrease of lateral transport of ice toward the margin as the shelf thins, the effect of which is amplified by thinning due to melting in the boundary current. But there is cancelation with decreasing along-flow divergence, so the reasons are difficult to assess. Ungrounding at the margin leads to increased shelf thinning: ice moves slowly near the margin due to the no-flow boundary condition imposed on ice velocities, and the shallow bedrock near the boundary ensures the shelf there is fed with relatively thin ice. Thus, although the melt rates acting on the ice shelf here are relatively small, they lead to large thinning over time. Thus, a trend that is continuous with respect to ocean forcing (thinning tendency in the grounded cells at the ice domain margin) may lead to a nearly discontinuous response.

[34] Note that our explanation for thinning at the margin, and its role in the grounded response of the 1.8°C run in comparison to the other simulations, may be specific to bed geometry, as well as our choice of a no-slip condition at the lateral boundaries. The no-slip boundaries are supposed to represent a region of slow-moving ice outside of the ice stream that is capable of supporting high levels of lateral shear stress. Additionally, weakening of shear margins due to crevassing could amplify the effect of lateral margin thinning. In future investigations we propose to extend our model domain in order to resolve this slow-moving ice, and to account for margin weakening, as such treatment may give different behavior.

[35] Several ice-only studies have parameterized ocean melt rates in order to assess the effects of strong submarine ice shelf melting on grounded ice [e.g., Walker et al., 2008; Gagliardini et al., 2010; Joughin et al., 2010; Little et al., 2012]. These parameterizations can capture strong melting toward the grounding line, which is clearly an important aspect of the melt rate field. However, the results here demonstrate that other features, i.e., high melt rates along lateral margins, can be important as well. Such features will need to be taken into account if melt parameterizations are to be used to assess the response of ice streams to ice shelf basal melting.

3.2.3. Implications Regarding Temporal Ocean Variability

[36] The coupled ice-ocean response to a step change in ocean temperatures is expressed over a range of timescales.

| Experiment | M10 (km³) | Increase | C10 (km³) | Decrease | −ΔV₁₀ (km³) | Increase | −∂VAF|₁₀ | (km³/a) | Increase |
|------------|-----------|----------|-----------|----------|-------------|----------|-------------|-----------|----------|
| 0.0°C      | 166       | -        | 698       | -        | 91.5        | -        | 2.25        | -        |
| 0.6°C      | 228       | 62       | 676       | 22       | 131         | 39.5     | 2.96        | 0.71      |
| 1.2°C      | 292       | 64       | 646       | 29       | 166         | 35       | 3.77        | 0.8       |
| 1.8°C      | 378       | 86       | 624       | 23       | 229         | 63       | 5.38        | 1.61      |

*Columns 3, 5, 7, and 9 state increase (or decrease) of value in preceding column per increase in ocean forcing temperature.
This means that the response of an ice shelf to realistic variability, which is likely to be expressed in terms of smoother changes, may occur at timescales different from those expressed by the ocean forcing. For instance, a fast (one- to several-year) oscillation in temperature might produce variability in basal slopes at the grounding line similar to that shown in Figure 3a. However, as the thinning is advected through the shelf the oscillation may be averaged out, so that it is unclear what the resulting grounded ice response would be. The response to temporal variations in ocean temperature forcing is a subject of future investigation.

4. Dependence on Grounded Ice Parameters

[37] In the temperature sensitivity experiment, parameters relating to the flow of grounded ice (input flux and $\beta^2$, or basal traction) were held constant, since our goal was to isolate the effects of changes in ocean properties. However, grounded parameters have also have a strong influence on the overall model response to submarine melting. To demonstrate this, an additional simulation was run, in which $\beta^2$ was increased from $9.6 \times 10^8$ to $20 \times 10^8$ Pa (m/s)$^{-1}$, making the bed more resistant to sliding ($A$, the Glen’s law constant, was kept the same). This change necessitated a change in input volume flux of ice from the interior as well, in order to best make comparisons using a similar initial geometry, i.e., a similar initial shelf length. Considering that response to melting driven by under-shelf circulation was being studied, shelf length seemed the most appropriate metric for agreement of initial states. A 30% decrease in input flux yielded a balanced state of the uncoupled ice model with a grounding line position close to that of the other experiments. Aside from the change in grounded ice parameters, the experiment was conducted identically to the others. The far-field temperature and salinity of the $1.2^\circ$C experiment from the temperature sensitivity study were used to force the ocean model.

[38] This experiment was not run to steady state; rather, it was run only long enough to demonstrate the difference.

---

Figure 6. Transient evolution for the simulation in which basal traction ($\beta^2$) was varied. The corresponding simulation with the original $\beta^2$ is shown for comparison. (a) Integrated melt rate. (b) Minimum grounding line position ($x_g$). (c) VAF loss rate. (d) Shelf volume. Other experiments from the ocean temperature sensitivity study are shown in dashed lines for comparison (0.0$^\circ$C, 0.6$^\circ$C, and 1.8$^\circ$C in descending order).
in grounded ice response. Transient results are compared against those from the 1.2°C experiment in Figure 6. It can be seen clearly that the high-$\beta^2$ (or, equivalently, low-sliding) experiment has a much higher retreat rate than the original experiment, despite the fact that integrated melt is slightly lower. The overall long-term results could have been anticipated from simple a priori considerations: in the low-sliding experiment there is less mass flux into the system at the upstream boundary, so comparable rates of mass loss (through melting) have a relatively larger effect. In other words, the slower the system throughput, the stronger the effect of a similar magnitude of melting.

More intriguing, though, is the temporal expression of this difference in grounded response: the trajectories of $x_g$ and $VAF$ loss rate, as well as integrated melt rate, agree closely during the first decade before diverging. Correction for disagreement in $x_g$ reveals that both runs have very similar ice shelf drafts in their initial states, with the largest differences close to the ice shelf front (not shown). This explains why integrated melt rates are initially comparable. However, it is curious that they remain so for over a decade: since the ice shelf in the low-sliding run is slower, similar melt rates lead to higher thinning rates, which can be seen from changes in ice shelf volume (Figure 6d), and one would expect melt rates to diverge.

Changes in ice shelf volume are tied strongly to perturbations in grounded flux. However, the difference in shelf volume between the simulations does not manifest in $VAF$ loss rates during the first decade. Indeed, the trajectory of ice shelf volume loss over the first decade is closer to that of the 1.8°C simulation, but $VAF$ loss rates are closer to that of the 1.2°C simulation. There may be some compensation in terms of the stress balance. With a slower-moving shelf, tangential stress along its lateral margins is smaller, due to smaller lateral shearing rates. Buttressing therefore plays a smaller role in the stress balance, and so we expect that the grounded ice response to ice shelf thinning should not be as strong.

### 4.1. Timing of Retreat

[41] While all the experiments in the sensitivity study involved different rates of grounded mass loss, the rates reached their peaks, or came close to them, after about the same amount of time (a decade). This matches another timescale of the system: the residence time of an ice column within the ice shelf (as shown in Goldberg et al. [2012], ice shelf speeds do not change much in a relative sense during the initial decadal adjustment). On the other hand, in the slow-sliding experiment (with slower shelf velocities), it took about 20 years to reach this peak. While the residence time is only about 16 years, it can be seen that at this time the acceleration of $VAF$ loss does slow (Figure 7).

[42] Both melting and advection of the resultant thinning contributes to the initial ice shelf adjustment following a perturbation, and shelf thinning leads to increased flux across the grounding line. Given the results of our coupled experiments, we speculate that grounded mass loss following a perturbation is rapid only for the length of time it takes the shelf to sweep out the new transients in ice shelf geometry, i.e., the residence time. After this point changes in ice shelf geometry occur on a slower timescale, set by changes in grounding line position and evolution of grounded ice (this is contingent on the grounding line retreat timescale being slow compared to the ice shelf residence time; see section 5 below). Note that in addition to its dependence on shelf velocities, residence time also depends on the size of the ice shelf, so the numbers here (10 years, 16 years) are specific to our setup.

### 5. Connection with Observed Behavior

[43] While our model neglects a number of processes (as detailed in Goldberg et al. [2012]), it is nonetheless informative to compare our results with recent observations of PIG. Average melt rates of 50 ± 10 m/a for the upstream 20 km of the PIG ice shelf (and 24 ± 4 m/a for the entire shelf) were inferred for the period from 1992–1996 [Rignot et al., 2008], which is on the order of the melt rates seen in our experiments. However, grounding line retreat rates for the same period [Rignot, 1998] and (assuming mass input has not changed) grounded mass loss for the period from 1996–2007 [Rignot, 2008] were an order of magnitude larger than in our model. This suggests that something absent from our model was responsible for the high rates of grounding line retreat and grounded mass loss.

[44] Retreat over a bed that deepened inland would likely have led to greater grounded mass imbalances (since grounding line flux increases with bed depth) and faster grounding line retreat, and also higher melt rates due to more of the ice shelf being exposed to warm water [Jacobs et al., 2011], but retreat rates an order of magnitude larger would likely require large bed slopes. Jenkins et al. [2010] suggests that the observed speedup and rapid retreat of PIG is due to retreat over a bathymetric ridge several decades ago. It is possible that localized bathymetric features of high basal slope could lead to short periods of rapid retreat in our model, but this needs investigation.
6. Conclusions

Here, we have performed experiments with a coupled ice stream-ice shelf-ocean cavity model in which ocean temperature beyond the ice shelf front was varied between 0 and 1.8°C. Ocean temperature was seen to have a strong effect on sub-ice shelf melt rates, ice shelf geometry, and grounded ice response. Melt rates and ice shelf morphology differed in their response from that of grounded ice. As temperature was increased (by constant increments), the corresponding increase in terms of maximum melt rate and ice shelf basal slope was relatively constant (Figure 5b). On the other hand, loss of grounded ice showed a much stronger increase at the highest temperature forcing. In the long term (century scale), the strong response at high temperature forcing was likely due to concentrated melting and thinning in an area of the shelf that is important to the shelf’s buttressing. Over the short term (decadal scale), it is not clear whether the spatial patterns of melting and thinning are more or less important than their spatial and temporal averages.

For a single ocean temperature forcing, the basal stress coefficient of grounded ice was increased, which led to much larger rates of grounded ice loss than with the original basal stress coefficient. However, rates of grounded ice loss in the two simulations were very similar over the initial decade.

Melt rates were on the order of those observed for PIG during the 1990s; however, mass loss and grounding line retreat rates were much slower. The reasons for this are unclear, but the fact that the bed in our model did not deepen inland or have any localized bumps or ridges may be a factor. However, we believe our findings are still useful, because they demonstrate the importance of ice shelf buttressing and spatial patterns of melting in the response of the coupled ice-ocean cavity system to warming.
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